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old Detector Accessories designed and manufactured 
in-house by THP right here in Victoria’s Golden 
Triangle. Tested by professional prospectors in the 
Victorian and Western Australian Goldfields.  
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GPX SERIES SWING ARM 

HINGE 

SKU: gpx-swing-arm-hinge 

 

The GPX Series swing arm hinge is a 

direct replacement for the Minelab 

GA10 hinge, utilising the existing swing 

arm shaft. The hinge fits all Minelab 

GPX series detectors. 

BUNGEE CLIP HARNESS 

[6mm] 

SKU: bungee-clip-harness-6mm 

 

The bungee clip suites 6mm 

shock cord and clips onto your 

harness. 

GPX 6000 COIL RUBBERS 

SKU: gpx6000-coil-rubber 

 

The GPX 6000 coil yoke washers will 

wear over time causing your coil to 

move around freely. These yoke washers 

are designed to wear rather than the 

detector shaft or coil. Pack of 4 

GPX SERIES BUNGEE CLIP 

[SHAFT] 

SKU: gpx-bungee-clip-shaft 

 

The Bungee clip clamps to the 

detector shaft using a nylon bolt and 

won't slide up the shaft as the 

Velcro-style bungee adapter does 

The hook on the bungee clip allows 

quick disconnect of the bungee and 

is tight enough to stop the bungee 

from falling off. 

GPX Accessories 
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GPX 6000 SHAFT CLAMPS 

SKU: gpx6000-shaft-clamps 

 

The new shaft clamps are designed to 

replace the standard clamps on both the 

upper and lower shafts of the GPX 6000. 

No more twisting of the coil with these 

newly designed clips as they have a 

positive friction grip on the carbon fibre 

shaft. The clamps also re-use the existing 

shafts allowing the detector to fully 

collapse. Pack of 2 

GPX 6000 CABLE PROTECTOR 

SKU: gpx6000-cable-prot 

 

The Cable Protector clips onto the 

detector control box to help protect both 

the coil plug and control box socket from 

damage. Breaking a coil cable or even 

the control box plug can mean an 

expensive repair bill, this protector will 

help prevent that from happening. 

GPX SERIES/NOX SCOOP HOLDER 

SKU: gpx-series-scoop-clip 

 

This gold scoop holder has been 

designed to securely attach your scoop 

to the detector shaft for easy carrying. 

Reduces the chances of losing your 

scoop and frees your hands. Also suites 

any detector with a 22mm shaft. 

GPX 6000 SPEAKER HORN 

SKU: gpx6000-speaker-horn-sl 

 

The speaker horn has been designed to 

direct the sound toward the prospector 

instead of out the back of the detector. It 

can be difficult to hear the target when 

using the scoop on the coil, the horn will 

help with sending the sound toward you. 
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GPX 6000 SCREEN COVER 

SKU: gpx6000-screen-cover 

 

The protective GPX 6000 cover makes it 

easier to see the screen on bright days. It 

also helps protect the screen from 

bumps and scratches. 

GPX SERIES/NOX CABLE CLIPS 

SKU: gpx6000-screen-cover 

 

The cable clips have been designed to 

follow the natural contour of the cable 

when wrapped around the shaft. Suites 

both left and right wound coil cable. 

Pack of 8. 

GPX 6000 DETECTOR STAND 

SKU: gpx6000-stand 

 

Protective stand designed to keep your 

detector up and out of the dirt. Also adds 

extra stability helping prevent it from 

tipping over. Works with open back 

detector covers. 
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GPZ Accessories 

GPZ7000 SWING ARM HINGE 

SKU: gpz-swing-arm-hinge 

 

The GPZ7000 swing arm hinge is a 

direct replacement for the Minelab 

GA10 hinge, utilising the existing swing 

arm shaft. The hinge fits the Minelab 

GPZ7000 series detector. 

GPZ7000 SCOOP HOLDER 

SKU: gpz7000-scoop-clip 

 

This gold scoop holder has been 

designed to securely attach your scoop 

to the detector shaft for easy carrying. 

Reduces the chances of losing your 

scoop and frees your hands. Attaches to 

the upper shaft. 
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SDC 2300 Accessories 

SDC 2300 SCOOP HOLDER 

SKU: sdc-scoop-clip 

 

The gold scoop holder attaches 

securely to the upper shaft and 

securely holds your scoop for easy 

carrying. The clip still allows the 

detector to fully fold up. 

 

SDC 2300 SOUND HORN 

SKU: sdc-sound-horn-sl 

 

The speaker horn directs the sound up 

and forward towards the operator. 

Slimline design to suit Left-Right-

Handed people and fits under detector 

covers. 


